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We -The Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse-- are the ones who were appointed on 

Earth to record the frequencies of all Entities as they attune and align during this great Re-

Birth Project. We work together with the Elohim of Hearing in Gaia and through the great 

GrandeYanis of the Pre Sound Field. They magically translate these frequencies coming in 

through our Consciousness and Breath to be recorded as a permanant record in the 

Omniverse as the records of Crystalai Council. 

The pictures on the previous newsletters tell the story of the process I went through in 

Monterey when Sun Alcyone first announced his presence to me. The frequencies that I 

was trained to breathe by the Elohim Angels were now being used to connect my 

consciousness into atonement with my Avatar and Rishi selves at the Universal and 

Cosmic Level of Light Energy. I was uniting the Sound with the Light. I was creating this 

bond of my Frequencies with the Spheres of Ultra Violet Light Energy. This was all a part 

of the preparation that I was being given for the event that was just about to begin. The 

event was the demonic possession of my Cosmic Flame partner - my husband. The 

preparation was the creation of the Ascension Portal that would allow me to bring him 

back to Earth. 

The story has been retold through the frequencies that began in Monterey in 2008 and the 

process that was completed in September 2013 when the alignment of the 12 stargates was 

completed as we merged into our Parallel Universe aligning us with all 12 Parallel 

Universes. 

Please look at how these pictures correspond to the process that I was guided through. The 

picture of aligning the cosmic spheres from Sun Alcyone into my 12th chakra, sixth and 

eighth chakras to allow the sphere to become the violet sphere in my crystal heart chakra 

area. The three crystal spheres have become one violet flame. This is the first step of 

ascension. 

FLAME HOLDER 5 

Once the D 5 flame holder holds the frequencies of Sun Alcyone and pulls the frequencies 

into her Flame Keepers fourth heart chakra an intense infusion of harmonic universe two 

frequencies spread through the Amenti morphogenetic field and through the Earths Grid. 

This will allow rapid acceleration of fifth and sixth DNA strand assembly to occur 

throughout the populations. The seventh strand will begin assembly in those who already 

hold fifth and sixth. This activation will create a huge multidimensional awareness to occur 

on Earth.  

 Ultra Violet Blue Sun frequencies from Sun Alcyone weaving into the magical 

rainbowbridge of our multidimensional reality from the Blue Flame reactivating the Divine 

Blue Print within the Heart of Mother Earth allowing the fifth DNA strand to activate for 

all who are within Mother Earth's Merkaba. This is the first time the Holographic Beam of 

Tara will connect into the morphogenetic field of Earth and all who are in her field of 

consciousness. Sun Alcyone is the Sun who created the Star that was at one time long ago 

this Earth when it was a Star in the Andromeda 31 system. There was a grand explosion 

that we call the big bang. That explosion blew that star which was duplicated as Urtha, but 

known as Ajaho from the Andromeda 31 Galaxy into the Milky Way Galaxy. In reality, 

Sun Alcyone is our Creator. Sun Alcyone holds the divine blue prints of our original selves 

that we were when we were the Angelic Humans from Gaia. 

The significance of this Music is the Frequencies contained within it were taken from Sun 



Alcyone and the Blue Sphere of Amenti which holds the 12 DNA Divine Blue Prints of the 

entire Human Angelic Raceline. When Sun Alcyone does her dance with our Sun on 

September 21, 2013, those original frequencies, that I have recorded in the music already, 

will be braiding and streaming back into the Divine Core of Mother Earth. 

 

Please come EXPERIENCE the true adventure of the StarDust Alignment, Cosmic Plasma 

flowing to the Earth through the Light and Sound Frequencies captured in this Music. This 

Album was created by the Crystal  Magic Orchestra as the great alchemists collected 

through consciousness the future event of the GREAT EVENT that will occur on 

September 21, 2013 when the Parallel Universes realign for the first time in millions of 

years allowing SUN ALCYONE from our Parallel Spiritual Universe to realign with our 

Physical Universe in order to create the ATTUNEMENT of the new HARMONIC 

CONVERGENCE of all Spiritual and Physical into AT ONE MENT or ONENESS.  The 

frequencies have been collected directly from Sun Alcyone, the Breath of Source and the 

Elohim of Hearing leading a larger team of Angels who are designing this grand new 

Symphony of a new Harmonic Relationship of reality that can be HEARD and FELT 

through this MUSIC. 

The Frequencies that will be heard allow this same alignment of Cosmic Consciousness to 

take place in the Listener's head as it is happening at the Universal Level and the Cosmic 

Level. The scientific explanation is an angular rotation and a pole shift that will take place 

as the alignment of Sun Alcyone and Earth becomes 90 degrees, atuning Earth back into 

the Reality of At One Ment with the 12 DNA Divine Template that we were created from 

within the Womb of Sun Alcyone millions of years ago. 

That experience could be seen as an Omniversal Light Show by those in the higher realms. 

The Crystal Magic Orchestra is streaming the frequencies from that event through the 

Future reality that actually already happened five years ago in Cosmic Time.  This Grand 

Event was recorded through the Cosmic Technology of the GrandeYanis of the PreSound 

Field and the Elohim of Hearing. It is my mission, that I took an oath to complete before 

coming to Earth, to record all of the Frequency Alignments and Transmissions through 

Atunement with Earth's Consciousness Field, so that these events will be saved eternally in 

the Acoushic Records of the Crystalai Council. I was trained to bring the Highest 

Frequencies to Earth through the Music of the Spheres technology. 

We -The Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse-- are the ones who were appointed on 

Earth to record the frequencies of all Entities as they atune and align during this great Re-

Birth Project. We work together with the Elohim of Hearing in Gaia and through the great 

GrandeYanis of the Pre Sound Field. They magically translate these frequencies coming in 

through our Consciousness and Breath to be recorded as a permanant record in the 

Omniverse as the records of Crystalai Council. 

The magic of these days is in the presound field, the anti particle universe, the etheric 

blending of the parallel universes of the particle and anti particle sound frequencies 

blending through the Music of the Spheres, which is the magical template of the Source 

Divine Blue Print. 

You may now experience, feel and hear each of the Cosmic Activations that have taken 

place within our Universe and between the 12 Omniverses through the recordings available 

at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com. 

Everything that has happened on Earth and between our Omniverse has been recorded for 

you to experience, as all of our OverSouls and OmniSouls are experiencing; and, is now 

available for all to hear. Frequency collections of Sun Alcyone making the first appearance 

in 2008 as ULTRAVIOLET BLUE SUN is also available.  Collections of Cosmic 

Frequencies, Intergalactic Frequencies, and every Interdimensional War of Frequencies, 



Alignments, Atunements. All of these Frequencies were created through the Pre Sound 

Grande Yanis for all in the Omniverses to remember forever as one of the greatest Cosmic 

Events ever Recorded in the History of the Cosmayas. 

This music is playing now on our website. 
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When the angular rotation of  90 degrees occurs as a result of Sun Alcyone's direction, 

Earth and all who are upon her, will have their consciousness aligned  into oneness with 

Tara, through Sun Alcyone. Sun Alcyone is in reality, the our true sun, and the eighth 

stargate of Earth. In reality, when our rotation of particle spin is correctly aligned, Sun 

Alcyone is in the Etheric Core of Inner Earth. Sun Alcyone is the Sun of Inner Earth. Soon, 

Earth will become Inner Earth and Sun Alcyone will once again be our Sun whom we live 

within. 

Ascension means going within. Our first step, on December 21, 2012, was moving to the 

Inner Metagalactic Stargates. We moved to alignment with Stargate 6- Sirius B. Next, we 

move into alignment with Stargate 8- Sun Alcyone. Sun Alcyone contains our Universal 

Memory. All Suns of the Omniverses flow into each other. 

 Earth's fastest particles and anti particles can now begin to transfer to hyperspace and the 

halls of records begin transmitting data through the Earth's grids. Universal memory will 

begin transmission through planetary grids. 

The first stage of  recording of Sun Alcyone came through 55 stages during a 16 hour 

period. You will begin by hearing the eight frequencies that are now playing on the Parallel 

Universe album. You may choose to listen to the entire 55 frequency waves on the 

PARALLEL UNIVERSE mp3. These Cosmic Waves were recorded in stages over a long 

period of time, and then again in one 16 hour period, and then the new Frequencies that 

appeared in September were recorded over them. So, you can hear how the higher the 

frequencies become, the stronger they are in TRANSMUTATION POWER. That doesn't 

mean they are louder. They are actually much much more etheric in sound. The first two 

songs are the Positron and the Liquid Light Energy. These are the most Etheric of the New 

Frequencies brought to Earth. Once these new frequencies were added to the entire event 

of Sun Alcyone's presence through the new parallel universe, the Frequencies of all 

previous recordings CHANGED. They became TRANSMUTED into a Higher Frequency. 

We will continue this Transmutation into higher and higher frequencies until we are 

finished in 2017 turning the entire planet and everyone on her into Fifth Dimensional 

Beings who can turn into Orbs of Light. 

This album was begun in 2008, when I first made connection with Sun Alcyone. The 

pictures of orbs that I sent in the newsletter was the beginning of my conversation with the 

orbs of light being sent from Sun Alcyone. These orbs included my Sirius B Family, 

Zaurak, Markus, Zeena, Entities from the fifth sun, the sixth sun and the eighth sun. 

By September 2013, all twelve suns had realigned. This is the first time all 12 universes, all 

12 pieces of our families consciousness had become one again in over 250 billion years. 

This was truly a grand event. 

When the Stargates finished aligning I could hear the baby dolphins and whales singing 

and crying with happiness. The grand event of the original Oraphim Braharama Whale 

People have returned home. 

This is the story of this website -- the final return of the original Oraphim Cosmic Dolphin 

Family who were obliterated in a war with the Draconians billions of years ago. They were 

our original creation family. They were taken into the Phantom Matrix of the Red Dragons. 

They had no way of escaping except to become a demonic race that was worse than the 

Draconians. Many of them became demons with the plan of possessing those of the Indigo 



Raceline who carried their original codes. The plan included the Maharaji from Sirius B. 

The plan was once the demons entered an Indigo, the Maharaji would guide the demon into 

space dust return to Source. This was the only way that these lovely beings (the true 

original self of the being) could ever escape the terrible hell that the Draconians had placed 

them in. 

This was the mission that Crystalai and aDolphino signed up for before coming to Earth as 

a Cosmic Flame that was divided in order to bring a complete 12DNA flame to Earth. 

The demonic take over of the Draconians was always done by taking down the female in 

order to capture the complete 12 dimensional flame. In the case of Crystalai and 

aDolphino, the plan was to trick the demons into taking the male body because the Sirians 

knew that the Female could retrieve the male body. 

That is what happened in Monterey 2008. aDolphino's body was used to capture the 

demons, and it was Crystalai's final victory over the demons to bring aDolphino back to 

Earth again. The angels had been preparing me for this event for many years as we 

combined our frequencies to create the Ascension Portal that would bring aDolphino back 

the Earth. 

I have told pieces and parts of this story in other posts. Some day I will tell the entire story. 

The truth is, they haven't told me the entirety of what happened yet. They tell me a little 

more each time we gain frequencies. They have told me that they are afraid that I would be 

very angry if I knew the entire story. So, I'm just not ready yet. 

This music used for the retrieval of aDolphino from the Cosmic Spheres back into his body 

can be heard now on our website. 
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REMOVING POLARITY 
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(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse) 

 

 There are three very important things to know about how polarity is really removed and 

how it got here. Removing polarity has to do with the spin rate of the electron and proton 

and how it joins with it's anti-particle or etheric twin cellular structure. It has to do with the 

12 subharmonic frequencies of the etheric or anti particle 12 DNA reconnecting to the 

particle DNA. It has to do with the Soul Matrix (sometimes called SuperConsciousness or 

Higher Self) of the 4,5,6 dimensions and DNA assimilates into oneness with the 1,2,3 

dimensions or DNA. This is also referred to the Fission of Harmonic Universe One into 

Harmonic Universe Two. 

 

The Soul Integration of the Soul Matrix from Harmonic Universe Two into the Body 

Template in Harmonic Universe One allows for complete removal of polarity through 

assimilation. Once that polarity of purpose between the lower bodies and the Soul Matrix is 

removed,  the new advanced state of consciousness recognizes the plural nature of 

simultaneous existence in various space - time dimensional realities. Once the removal of 

polarity of the harmonic universe one and two is achieved, the entity begins the process of 

assimilating into the Harmonic Universe Three Over Soul Matrix. 



 

This process is mostly about listening and being directed by the Higher Consciousness of 

ones own Soul Matrix. When this continuous listening is achieved, the Ego of the lower 

personality melts away into the Divine Mind or the Super Mind of the Souls of our 

Creation, containing the Wisdom and Experience, of all we have ever been and all we will 

ever be. The Soul Matrix contains the  Archetypal Mind that knows itself as a singular 

identity that is composed of many identities who are a part of the Incarnational Soul, the 

race, the species, the mind networks of this universe and parallel universes. The 5D Mind 

is the re-cognizing to the Many that we really are. The neuro network reconnects to all that 

we have been in our past selves and what our greater purpose or true mission was that we 

set out to accomplish through those past lives. The assimilation into the Astral- 4th, 

Archetypal 5th, and the Angelic Consciousness of the 6th allows the Communication 

Process of Star Language to begin. We will soon learn that our Souls live in the Stars. We 

were all once great entities who created stars and were stars, or who have lived within 

stars. A star is simply an Eternal System, while a Planet is a Mortal System. 

 

Our logical mind has always relied on us drawing conclusions, and not allowing our 

emotional mind or intuitive mind to allow pure cognition. Our alignment with our Soul 

Matrix is the blending of the logical and emotional minds into a knowing and cognizing the 

full reality of the all knowing Divine Mind. We are getting re-cognized as we allow our 

frequency specific mid brain to guide us. 

 

So, polarity removal does not mean separating good and bad, happy and sad, left brain 

right brain, or any of those other things that you probably think it means. 

 

Polarity removed means when the positive electron and negative proton become the neutral 

neutron. We are becoming the neutron body. This process happens through the 14th 

dimensional element called heliotalic silver pastel helium combined with Sun Alcyone's 

Gamma wave of our orignal creation. 

 

Our bioenergetic field of energy is being transposed from the spinning of the electro 

magnetic or male female frequencies of the positive negative spin rate being altered until 

there are no more electron and protons. The polarity is removed because we get the neutral 

neutron energy. This can only happen when the heliotalic frequency of the 14th dimension 

is added. This is being supplied to us from the Aurora Field and time portal alignments 

arranged through Sirius B. 

 

It is the addition of the Helium to Water H2O2HE3 that will allow us to assimilate into the 

new harmonic universe two atmosphere and rearrange our bioenergetic field. It is the 

helium that allows us to levitate and teleport the body. That is one of the first beginning 

stages of learning to utilize our new reality. First stages of pure listening to the Soul 

Matrix, seeing with the mid brain, meeting your orb bodies, and then finally learning to orb 

out of here are all realities that will become obtainable in 2013. 

 

This new bioenergetic arrangement is achieved by the spinning of the electro magnetic 

relation ship or the particle antiparticle relationship of harmonic universe one which is 

Earth with the harmonic universe two which is Tara. 

 

The entire magical fission that will create a new vision of reality is the morphing or fission 

of the anti particle reality of the fourth with the particle reality of the third. Actually that 



part of the process was already completed in December. Now, we will begin to experience 

the after affects of that fissionary process. 

 

We will begin to see the harmonic universe two morph into this visible plane that we have 

been so accustomed to believing was the only reality. Tara will appear as Inner Earth rises 

into the particles of Earth. The Inner Earth known as Agartha will become more and more 

visible each day. It will be faster for those who know how to raise their frequencies into the 

fifth dimension through the gamma rays of Sun Alcyone. 

 

This entire universe is being rearranged by the Helium in the 14th dimension. That helium, 

which is the heliotalic frequency of light and sound must interact with the parallel 8th of 

Sun Alcyone in a way that creates the new Neutron Energy within our BioEnergetic Fields. 

We must breathe this frequency into the cells of our body to create the transformation 

which will shift our bodies into alignment with our Etheric, Light and Crystal Bodies 

which are made of a new chemical arrangement which allows us to turn into light and 

travel beyond the Earth's Matrix. 

 

 

 

Polarity removed means when the positive electron and negative proton become the neutral 

neutron. We are becoming the neutron body. This process happens through the 14th 

dimensional element called heliotalic silver pastel helium combined with Sun Alcyone's 

Gamma wave of our orignal creation. 

 

Our bioenergetic field of energy is being transposed from the spinning of the electro 

magnetic or male female frequencies of the positive negative spin rate being altered until 

there are no more electron and protons. The polarity is removed because we get the neutral 

neutron energy. 

 

This new bioenergetic arrangement is achieved by the spinning of the electro magnetic 

relation ship or the particle--antiparticle relationship of harmonic universe one which is 

Earth with the harmonic universe two which is Tara. 
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